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1. Research Context 

European Science Research Council project 2013-2016 

Urban Low Carbon Transitions: A Comparative International Network 

 

Lead investigators: Prof Simon Marvin and Prof Harriet Bulkeley, Durham 

University, UK 

 

Research Network Partners (6 countries): 

Professor Ralph Horne and Dr. Susie Moloney, RMIT University, Australia 

Professor Pauline McGuirk :  University of Newcastle, Callaghan, Australia  

Dr. Maria Francesch-Huidobro : City University of Hong Kong, China  

Mr Aromar Revi : India Institute for Human Settlement, India  

Professor Mark Swilling : Stellenbosch University, South Africa  

William Solecki : Hunter College CUNY, USA 
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….Comparative low carbon urbanism? 

 

• Limited research internationally comparing how different cities are responding 

to climate change 

 

• Not clear whether the strategic intent of low carbon transitions can be realised 

in different urban contexts 

 

• The network will focus on the research and policy issues involved in 

comparing and researching the broader dynamics and implications of low 

carbon urbanism.  
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2. Range of frameworks used to understand low carbon 

urban ‘transitioning’ 

• Socio technical transitions (STT) - Focus on social as well as technical; 

Supporting new actors/technologies; Advocates deep structural changes to 

social and technical elements 

(Bergman, Whitmarsh, & Köhler, 2008; Geels, 2002; Grin, Rotmans, & Schot, 2010; Rip & Kemp, 1998; Rotmans & 

Loorbach, 2008; Smith, 2007; Verbong & Geels, 2010) 

• Multi level perspective (MLP) – Landscape/Regime/Niche e.g. Geels 

• Multi level governance (MLG) e.g. Bulkeley 

• Urban scale, intermediaries e.g. Marvin 

• Social practices e.g. Shove 

• Socio-technical arrangements constituted by deep-seated patterns of 

production and consumption: 'the outcomes of actions are 

unknowable, the system unsteerable, and the effects of deliberate 

intervention inherently unpredictable' (Shove and Walker, 2007:768; 

Shove and Walker, 2010)  
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….a Gap……the role of the city 

 

MLP gap:– cities and their role? (Hodson and Marvin 2010) 

• The spatial scale that transitions approaches deal with is not clear - We often don‟t 

know „where‟ transitions are taking place. THIS RAISES QUESTIONS: 

 

– Little said about cities in the MLP – a lack of spatial awareness – so how 

can MLP contribute to understanding „urban socio-technical transitions‟? 

– Where do cities sit within the landscape-regime-niche hierarchy? What 

about the city/urban hierarchy and governance capacities? 

– What about different scales of action? Role of actors within cities and at 

national and international levels that influence or shape at the level of the 

city? 

 

• Also, what about the structure and agency of cities?  

• How do innovative urban-scale activities interrelate with national and societal change?  

• Cities do not just „receive‟ transition initiatives but can have a role in purposively 

shaping and innovating… 
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Analysing landscape pressures 

on cities 

Mapping the landscape of urban 

retrofit 

Identifying metropolitan 

intermediaries 

Understanding existing regime 

and practices in context 

and 

Dynamics of transition  

  

  

  

  

  

Experiments, projects, niches 

and practices 

  Social learning about limits and 

opportunities for systemic/regime 

change 

Analytical Frameworks:                               Our research………. 
    MLP, MLG, STT, SPT……..  

International/Australian Policy Context/Drivers 

Climate change – discourse/debates 

Federal level actors/initiatives  

Victorian/Local state responses – database of 

initiatives. Mapping responses/networks/types 

Beyond Behaviour Change Research Group 

Ethnographic studies – social practices 

Range of projects/ organisations 

‘Green renovators’/ Landlords/ 

Householders/ Policy Makers/ Corporates 

Socio-technical analysis 

understanding dynamics, 

characteristics, tensions, 

obduracy. Multiple scales 

Practices and practice change 
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3. Multi-level governance - Priorities and Pathways 

Mapping Low Carbon Urban Responses – Scales/Types  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Federal 

Level 

 

State 

Level 

 

REGIONAL CC ALLIANCES and COMMUNITY ORGS: 
Adaptation: local government education and training – risk assessment and adaptation planning 

Mitigation: energy efficiency and retrofitting projects across LGs and regional areas, small and medium scale renewable projects (eg. Hepburn Wind Farm, small tri-gen and co-gen 

projects, public building retrofitting, street lighting projects etc) 

 

HOUSEHOLDS  
Local government and community group programs targeting households – auditing, retrofitting, solar bulk purchasing, education 

Federal funding for energy efficiency – targeting low-income households 

Social service organisations working with households – retrofits and behaviour change programs 

Private sector innovators: builders/architects/designers 

Mitigation 

Energy Efficiency Program 

Renewables Target 

Adaptation  

National Framework 

Risk Assessment and Planning 

(local agenda) 

    Carbon Price and ETS 
 

Low Carbon Australia Ltd - 
fund 

 

Sustainability Victoria – resource efficiency 

programs (businesses/schools/communities) 

-Audits/Information/Retrofits 

 

Smart Energy Zones (7 precincts) 

 

Planning System: infill, densities, transport 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 

Adaptation: Fed Govt funding - Local Government Adaptation Pathways Program – funding to carry out risk assessment and planning 

Mitigation: Fed/State Govt funding – energy efficiency retrofitting of local government buildings, small scale renewables 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Local 

Community 

Level  

Vic Climate Change Act 2010 – reviewed 

following CP – State priority :Adaptation  

 

Liberal Govt: overall cuts to CC 

funding/programs; re-focus on funding LG and 

Community to manage risks, adaptation capacity 

 

Energy Efficiency and 

retrofitting programs 

 

Small/medium scale energy 

infrastructure projects 

 



 Melbourne, Victoria – context for transitioning? 

• Federal – “Carbon Price will fix it” - Shift 

towards adaptation (ie. policy, programs 

and funding), with some exceptions 

(LIEEP) 

• New Fed „Direct Action‟ policy unclear… 

• State - Language shift from „carbon‟ to 

„energy efficiency‟ 

• Lack of co-ordination between  

department and policy spheres 

• Metropolitan strategy and metro 

governance draft just released.….. 

• Local government sector – networks, 

alliances – driving innovation and 

collaboration 
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4. Mapping what is going…. 

Scale and 

Type of 

Responses  

Energy 

Infrastructure 

Urban Form and 

Transport 

Buildings Households and 

People 

National 

  

  

  

Carbon price (NB. 

Coalition to abolish) 

Renewable target 

Energy Efficiency 

funding  

National Urban Policy 

Infrastructure funding 

Rating Schemes 

Energy Efficiency of 

commercial buildings 

Insulation scheme 

Energy efficiency 

funding to local and 

community level 

groups, e.g. LIEEP 

Rebates/Incentives 

State 

  

  

  

Adaptation framework 

Managing risk 

Energy efficiency 

Coal power  

Planning regs and 

policy 

Roads over PT 

Urban design regs.  

Energy efficiency 

Retrofitting – 

commercial buildings 

Trial Precincts 

Limited engagement 

Behaviour change 

HH Energy Efficiency 

initiatives 

Regional 

  

  

  

Alliances /networks 

Strategies/Programs 

Co-ordinate LG’s –

street lighting, trial 

projects etc 

Public transport 

advocates/networks 

Efforts to improve 

planning for 

sustainability 

Across LGs – 

efficiency of council 

owned buildings 

  

Community 

engagement 

Information 

Behaviour change 

Audits/retrofits/solar 

Local 

  

   

Adaptation 

Energy efficiency 

 

Local design, planning 

(transport, land use)  

LG buildings 

retrofitting 

Building code admin 

Energy Efficiency 

Audits, Retrofits, 

Renovations 

Community 

groups and 

other   

Community groups 

Consultancies 

Social Services Orgs  

Local Advocates  

Activists/Campaigns 

Projects 

Projects/sites Auditing, Retrofits 

Education, 

Renewables projects 
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…Low Carbon Initiatives by Aims and Approaches 

Target Aims  Approaches/Mechanisms 

Energy 

Infrastructure 
Increase renewable energy (solar PVs, wind, co-

generation)  

  

  

  

Project finance/grants 

Rebates/feed-in-tariffs 

Investment in technologies  

  

Community owned energy  

Wind farms 

  

Co-generation projects 

Buildings Improve energy efficiency and thermal performance of 

council and community facilities 

  

Improve energy efficiency and thermal performance of 

new build and commercial blds 

  

Star rating – building regs. 

Financial incentives  

Grants 

Information and training 

  

People Demand management – peak load etc 

  

Energy efficiency for low income households 

  

Encourage people to live more sustainably (eg. buy 

more efficient appliances, use less energy, use car 

less etc) 

Community based training and 

workshops – take up actions 

Information provision 

Financial incentives (ie rebates) 

Household auditing and minor 

retrofitting (eg. light globe 

replacement schemes) 
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Examples: Low Carbon Urban Transitions VIC – scales, 

what/how/who? 

Initiative/Activity Scale/Spatial Focus What/How? Who? 

Melbourne Metropolitan 

Planning 

Metropolitan scale –Land-

use, Urban Form 

Densities, Transport  

Long term planning 

Strategy,  Plans/Regulations  

State Gov, Local Gov 

Property Ind, Developers 

Community  

Regional/local  scale carbon 

reduction strategies – Towards 

Zero Net Emissions 

Regional  metropolitan and 

rural – across local 

government boundaries; 

metro and rural contexts;  

Energy system projects/ 

Infrastructure 

Retrofitting (buildings/ 

streetlighting) 

Community engagement 

Regional local government 

alliances (eg. NAGA), Local 

authorities 

NGOs, Community groups 

Strategic retrofitting - 1200 

Buildings 

CBD Commercial buildings -

Retrofitting to improve EE 

  

Finance 

mechanisms/incentives 

Information 

Training 

City of Melbourne 

Property owners 

Tenants 

Consultants  

Urban experiments - Smart 

Energy Zones 

Buildings/precinct – local 

government community 

buildings and facilities 

Energy systems 

Renewables infrastructure 

Buildings retrofitting 

State Gov, Local Gov 

Developers, Building and 

technology stakeholders   

Households – Communities   

Low Income Energy Efficiency 

Programs 

People/Homes- Improve EE, 

Auditing/ Retrofitting 

& behaviour change 

Practical assistance 

Audits 

Education 

Fed Gov, State Gov,  

Local Gov, Non-gov 
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How do we analyse progress in transitioning? 
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Schema: 7 continua in assessing the progress of  LCUTs 
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Well advanced --continua-- Poorly developed 

Alignment with regime 
and niche activities 

1. Landscape factors Conflict between 
landscape, policy, 

practice 
Explicit, widespread, bi-

partisan support 
2. Climate change policy  

Implicit/not stated 
   

Explicit, widespread, bi-
partisan support 

3. City role in climate change action  
Implicit/not stated 

   

Actions/ strategy 

integration across city 
and MLG 

4. Integrated multi-level and multi-spatial 

governance strategies 

‘Patchwork mosaic’ 

Piecemeal or ad hoc 

   

Identifiable, resourced 

roles, organisations, 
meanings  

5. Intermediary organisations/actors with 

low carbon aims, objectives 

No-one to talk to/ low 

carbon ideas indistinct 

   

Systematic, supported 

innovation program 
6. Spaces for low carbon governance 

and practice (e.g. innovation ‘niches’) 

Piecemeal or  

ad hoc 
   

Integration of 

social/cultural 
understandings in policy 

7. Social practices and elements  Missing/ 

not stated 

 



 

Well advanced --continua-- Poorly developed 

Alignment with regime 
and niche activities 

1. Landscape factors Conflict between 
landscape, policy, 

practice 
Explicit, widespread, bi-

partisan support 
2. Climate change policy  

Implicit/not stated 
   

Explicit, widespread, bi-
partisan support 

3. City role in climate change action  
Implicit/not stated 

   

Actions/ strategy 

integration across city 
and MLG 

4. Integrated multi-level and multi-spatial 

governance strategies 

‘Patchwork mosaic’ 

Piecemeal or ad hoc 

   

Identifiable, resourced 

roles, organisations, 
meanings  

5. Intermediary organisations/actors with 

low carbon aims, objectives 

No-one to talk to/ low 

carbon ideas indistinct 

   

Systematic, supported 

innovation program 
6. Spaces for low carbon governance 

and practice (e.g. innovation ‘niches’) 

Piecemeal or  

ad hoc 
   

Integration of 

social/cultural 
understandings in policy 

7. Social practices and elements  Missing/ 

not stated 

 

Assessing the progress…… 
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6. Disconnects and shortcomings… 

1. Landscape? climate change policy is contested, and there is no 

explicit city role in climate change action  

2. Plethora of programs, dominated by technical and/or behavioural 

assumptions 

3. No long term goals and limited vision, shift from „climate change‟ to 

„energy efficiency‟ (reinforcing tech/behavioural framing) 

4. Limited link to wider government policy development, and some 

contradictions (brown coal as a key export product) 

5. „Patchwork mosaic‟ of intermediary org‟s/actors – local level 

6. Promising governance arrangements with Greenhouse Alliances 

7. Social practices missing in dominant techno-efficiency paradigm 
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Thankyou 
Susie Moloney (susie.moloney@rmit.edu.au) 

 

Ralph Horne (ralph.horne@rmit.edu.au) 

 

Centre for Urban Research, 

RMIT University, Melbourne. 
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